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batwing led button
product code       
WLE122C32K-0-95 (frosted lens/metallic grey)   
Anodized Aluminum LED Button

light source
3W LED 350mA 3200K (CCT) 

requires remote driver. see driver options for led pg.  115 
 

 

 

dimensions
Surface Dimensions:   1O”ø x W”D  
Recessed Depth:   1O”D      
Cut out:   1W”ø     
Lead Length:  12”

 
 

wet spot led button
product code      
WLE125C32K-5-95 (frosted lens/metallic grey)   
IP66 Rated Button.  Indoor OR outdoor suitable . Wet location suitable.

light source
3W LED 350mA 3200K (CCT)   
requires remote driver. see driver options for led pg.  115 
 
 

 

 

dimensions
Surface Dimensions:   1O”ø x N”D  
Recessed Depth:   3N”D       
Cut out:   1X”ø w/sleeve   
                     1K”ø w/o sleeve            
Lead Length:  16’-0”

 

 

cannon led button
product code     
WLE118C32K-0-98 (Brushed Aluminum)    
Cast Aluminum 38° Beam LED Button

light source
1.2W or 3W source when used with appropriate driver 3200K (CCT)

requires remote driver. see driver options for led pg. 115 
 
 
 

 

 

dimensions
Surface Dimensions:   2K”ø x V”D  
Recessed Depth:   1” D   
Cut out:   1O”ø   
Lead Length:  12”

 

OR

OR

the basics of led harness wiring
LED units require constant current. Proper wiring techniques MUST be 
used or the units may be damaged and void the product warranty. Alico 
recommends laying out your system to ensure that the product leads are 
long enough to accommodate your chosen locations BEFORE drilling.

ONE-FIXTURE CONFIGURATION

Plug fixture into the first port of the wiring harness and plug continuity loop 
in the second port. A continuity loop is required to maintain the integrity of 
the circuit. 

MULTI-FIXTURE CONFIGURATIONS
Plug fixture into the first port of the wiring harness and 
plug the second wiring harness into the second port and 
repeat until the desired number of fixtures have been 
attached. Note: 1) A continuity loop must be used if 
there is a free port at the end of the wiring harness 
string. 2) You MUST NOT exceed the maximum 
allowable wattage for any driver. 3) You MUST HAVE 
a minimum load equal to 20% of driver wattage.

LED driver

Continuity loop ACL-L

Wiring harness                    
See harness options below

LED fixture

FOR COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS REFER TO GUIDE PROVIDED 
WITH YOUR PRODUCT(S).
•  Turn off all power – if you have any doubt about electrical work, consult a licensed electrician.
•  ALWAYS OBSERVE LOCAL BUILDING CODES
• ALWAYS WEAR EYE PROTECTION

AC1A 2-ft extention w/power jacks 

AC2A  6’ harness 20” leads 

AC2A10 5’ harness 41” leads                        

AC9  20’ harness + 1 port 

AC9-2  6’ harness +2 ports 

AC9-2-3  6’ harness + 3 ports 

AC9-2-6  6’ harness + 6 ports 

AC9-3  10’ harness + 2 ports 

AC9-3-3  10’ harness + 3 ports 

AC9-3-6  10’ harness + 6 ports

harness options

ACL-L Continuity loop to maintain circuit integrity

notes about driver
•  Drivers have a minimum load as well as a maximum. Ensure that your 

system is designed to operate within the correct range.

•   LED product(s) can be used with other Alico low- voltage products 
on the same system.

CODE WATTAGE BASIC DRIVER OPTIONS

WLE-D2 4W
350 mA Non-Dimming Driver. For direct-wire 
applications use a code rated junction box , 
not supplied with these options

WLE-D3 10W
350 mA Non-Dimming Driver. For direct-wire 
applications use a code rated junction box , 
not supplied with these options

WLE-D4 18W
350 mA Non-Dimming Driver. For direct-wire 
applications use a code rated junction box , 
not supplied with these options

WLE-
D8BH-7 18W

700mA Non-Dimming Driver. For direct-wire 
applications use a code rated junction box , 
not supplied with these options

driver options for LED 
non-dimming basic drivers

CODE WATTAGE BASIC DRIVER OPTIONS

WLE-DD4 18W
350 mA Dimmable Driver. For direct-wire 
applications use a code rated junction box , 
not supplied with these options

WLE-
DD4-7 18W

700 mA Dimmable Driver. For direct-wire 
applications use a code rated junction box , 
not supplied with these options

dimmable basic drivers

CODE WATTAGE BASIC DRIVER OPTIONS

WLE-D2BH 4W 350 mA Non-Dimming Driver in wiring box 
for hard wire with 6 ft harness with 6 ports

WLE-D3BH 10W 350 mA Non-Dimming Driver in wiring box 
for hard wire with 6 ft harness with 6 ports

WLE-D4BH 18W 350 mA Non-Dimming Driver in wiring box 
for hard wire with 6 ft harness with 6 ports

WLE-D8-7 18W 700mA Non-Dimming Driver in wiring box 
for hard wire with 6 ft harness with 6 ports

CODE WATTAGE BASIC DRIVER OPTIONS

WLE-DD4BH 18W 350 mA Dimmable Driver in wiring box for 
hard wire with 6 ft harness with 6 ports

WLE-DD4BH-7 18W 700 mA Dimmable Driver in wiring box for 
hard wire with 6 ft harness with 6 ports

WLE-DD4-7CP 18W 700 mA Dimmable Driver in wiring box on a 
cord and plug + 6 ft harness with 6 ports

dimmable drivers with wiring box  

non-dimming drivers with wiring box  




